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26, 1949, Seria-LNo; ‘78,601 ' 

"7‘ Claims, 
.1. . 

This invention relates to the manufactureoi 
cellulose. articles irom; viscose. 

..Th-is,~is, a-division. o?. myapplication Serial No 
690,546..?led~ August‘. 1.4,»19i6... now. Patent. No.. 
21,484,013. ~ I 

In . accordance with common.‘ practice. regen 
erated cellulose. articles. are: manufactured by. ex 
truding~...the -viscose~ intoman acidsetting bath,. _ 
usually comprising.anaqueoussolution of. sodium 
sulfa-ter sulfuric“ acid,v and. .zincpsulfate. or its 
equivalent. .During-the- spinning... or. casting; op 
erations, theibatnisiouled. by impurities . in. the. 
f ormof. dispersed particles resulting; from. decom 
positionlof; the .viscosa-which-impurities gradually 
accumulate in» the». bath.v and: remain suspended 
therein. Eventual1y,..the. .bath‘musabe. discarded 
or treated» in‘. some‘.v manner to... remove the..dis-~ 
persed-particulate impuritiesytovavoid discolora 
tion. and contamination of...the.-.r.egenerated, cel 
lulosevarticlessbeing. formedincthe. bath. -~.Since 
large volumesof the batlra-re required, it .is -.usual,. 
for; reasons o£--economy,. to. withdraw thafouled 
bath. from the-‘spinning. tank .. or. other vessel, 
clarify. 'itrby. removal o?-the. impurities! arising.’ 
from the viscosedecompositiom, condition it». for \ 
re-use. (as bythe removal. of. excess .sodium sulfate 
built - up . therein,‘ during . the, spinning. operation/7 
and .lthegaddition :of. sulfuricsacid. thereto). ,.-and. 
then return the ,bathlto, .the spinning-tank. 

-. Theimpurities. or. contaminants resultingufromp 
decomposition. of. .the. viscose. occur inthe form. 
of, extremely. ?nesolid particles comprisingsulfur 
and; sulfur ‘ compounds :including. higher. thionic 
acidslapparently. producedby reaction between. 
thesuliur. .dioxideand hydrogen sul?de. liberated. 
during regeneration. of .-.the.lcell'ulose.asl well as.‘ 
compounds. formed, by. reaction of 1;. thee thionic. 
acids withthe metal...commonly lead,..comprising_. 
thev vessel. containingthe bath landin. which...the 
casting» or. spinning operation is performed“ v Ree 
mov'al of the solid suspendedimpuritiesvfromthe 
bath .to. .the -extent required to... obtainv .a, bath» of 
the necessaryshighsdegree. of. clarity .is greatly 
complicated; by theextre‘mely. ?nely. divided con. 
dition of .the impurities." in the. bath.’ - Filters. of. 
ordinary type cannot beusedior. clarifyingthe» 
bath. because‘ the .particles are so .?ne “that; they 
readily pass, through the. ?lter .with-..the solution... 
Although the setting bath-.may be clari?edsatis 
factorily by, passing ,it -.thr.ough'j special .?lters,. 
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such as. charcoal‘ ?lters, which . absorb impurities 
from .a'cid; media. suchf?lters. are. relatively ex- ‘ 
pensive, and, furthermore, require, quitel frequent 
removal‘ from service. for. back-washing. 

. T2. 

standJin-a-settling tank or. the like until the im 
purities settle out. of suspension. and collect as 
sediment. at the bottom of. the tank, but the im 
purities are so ?ne and settle out so gradually 
under, ordinary conditions, that-the .time- required 
to. obtain-a clari?ed bath, ofthe .requisitehigh de 
gree = of- clarity is» too-long to- render.v thatmethod 
of. clari?cation-feasible. for-use. in conjunction 
with.‘ continuous processes. ‘for. the.~ manufacture 
of cellulose-articles. :from-yiscoseon. a commercial 
basis. 
It is... one. object-of.- this invention; to provide 

an improved method for the manufacturer-of cel 
lulosic articlesfrom. viscose, by the wet spinning 
method, .in whichithe setting bath. is {continuouslyv 
clari?ed, conditioned-for reeuset and recirculated 
to the spinning orscasting vessel. .Another object 
is to provide.an,..imprcved. method of- clarifying 
contaminated. acid,...setting~. baths? resulting from 

. the-decomposition ofv viscoseto form regenerated 
cellulose . articles.v .1 Another. object; is to. increase 
the rate , at which. the .solidcontaminants ,present 
in such baths settle out. on.precipitateirom-the 
solution. A further object is. to provideviani im 
proved. 1 method. of. . clarifying. the ~ baths ' which is 
adaptable. touseJin. conjunction with and as a 
stage. in continuous spinning or; casting opera 
tions. ' 

The. objects of the. invention. are accomplished ’ 
by propagating,‘ in. theicontaminatedbaths highv 
frequency soundwaves having afrequency in the 
ran-geoi about. 'l-OOlLto a million ormorecycles 
per: second. herein. called high. frequency! sound 
waves, until; the dispersed- particulate contami 
nants. suspended therein. have‘ settled; out. and .a 
substantially clear solution. which: is; free . of such 
contaminants’. is obtained._--Under the in?uence 
of. the.high.-£requency.sound ‘.waveradiationathe: 
rate, of: settling out, of the-impurities, is greatly‘ 
acceleratedand, usually, .the sedimentis produced 
and'the. desired clear. solution; is.-obtained. in-- a . 
relatively shorttime, seconds-or- minutes;-.as~com-v . 
paredwithrthe. hour-s required-for-normal settling. - 
The. .high. frequency. sound. wave 1 radiationshave 
the effect. of; , aggregatingwthe. original particles, 
which are usually microscopic, into largeragg-ra 
gates which may beclari?edamacroscopic; 1 Baths - 
containingthe. aggregated particles may.- be: c1ari--" 
?ed by .passing. .the. bath. through, conventional : 
acid‘ ~proof ?lters. or. centrifugesvwhich will retain‘ 
the aggregated impurities. > 

Thehigh frequency. soundwaveradiations. may 
be_.. generated. by. means . of. any. suitable sound. 
generating . device. such . a." suitably insulated . 

Itv is possible, oi;coursettclpermiti the.bath._..to,. 55p piezoéelectric. sound. generator“. a. magnetorstric- . 
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tion sound generator, or an electromagnetic sound 
generator. The waves may be propagated in the 
contaminated bath after it has been Withdrawn 
from the extrusion zone, and intermediate the 
tank and a reconditioning or regenerating system 
in which the relative proportions of- the con 
stituents of the bath are readjusted to condition 
it for re-use. Again, a sound wave irradiation 
zone may be established in the path of the bath 
as it flows through the spinning vessel or tank, 
beyond the point of extrusion of the viscose into 
the bath, and the bath may be passed at a con 
trolled rate through the irradiation zone-as it 
?ows toward the exit end of the vessel to effect 
rapid settling out of the suspended impurities 
present therein as a result of the viscose decom- - 
position. The sediment thus produced at the 
bottom of the vessel or tank may be withdrawn 
without interrupting the spinning operation. 
Within the scope of the invention, the fouled bath 
may be simultaneously or successively subjected to 
irradiation by sound waves having di?erent fre 
quencies within the range stated, and of different 
magnitudes. 
The spinning bath may be degassi?ed in any 

known 0r appropriate manner, prior to propa 
gating the sound waves therein, to prevent dissi 
pation of the vibrational energy due to the pres 
ence of gas bubbles, such as bubbles of hydrogen 
sul?de gas, which may occur in the bath. , 
The accompanying drawing is illustrative of 

apparatus suitable for practicing the invention. 
In the drawing, , 
Figure 1 is an elevation view, partly in sec~ 

tion of apparatus suitable for carrying out one 
embodiment of the invention; 

Figure 2 is anelevation view, partly in sec 
tion, of apparatus suitable for carrying out 
another embodiment of the invention. 

Figure 3 is an elevation view, partly in section 
of another modi?cation of the invention; and 
Figure 4 is a side elevation, partly in section, of 

a still further modi?cation. . 
Referring to Figure l, the viscose is continu 

ously extruded through a spinneret 2 positioned 
in vessel 3 to extrude the viscose in a generally 
horizontal direction into the acid regenerating 
bath which is continuously introduced into the 
vessel, at a controlled constant rate of speed, 
through pipe 4 to form'?bers of regenerated cel- - 
lulose which are continuously withdrawn from the 
bath through a guide 3d. The bath in vessel 3 
is maintained at a constant level, an over?ow pipe 
4a being provided for this purpose. The over?ow 
is continuously withdrawn by the action of pump 
5, and circulated through pipe 6_ to a settling tank 
1 having a cone-shaped bottom 8. A sound gen 
erator 9 is supported above the settling tank ‘I 
and'has associated-with it a tube It] which pro 
jects'into the tank to transmit thevibrational 
energy to the bath entering the tank to effect 
rapid settling out of the dispersed particulate im 
purities. The impurities 'collect in they cone 
shaped bottom of the tank to produce a sediment 
which may be withdrawn either continuously or 
intermittently to a sludge collector or the like. 
The clari?ed supernatant liquid eventually over 
?ows the tank and is circulated through pipe H, 
to a regenerating or reconditioning system l2, in 
whichitis conditioned for re-use, after which 
it is recirculated, by the action of pump I3, 
through pipe 4 to the spinning vessel 3. The rate 
at which the bath is delivered'to vessel'3, andthe 
rate at which the spent ‘bath is withdrawn from 
the vessel and discharged to and from the settling 
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4 
tank ‘I is controlled to insure viscous non-turbu 
lent ?ow of the bath through the sound wave 
?eld, so that the contaminated solution is exposed 
to the action of the waves for a time suf?cient 
to permit ‘deposition of“ the‘ aggregated impuri~ 
ties. ‘ 1 - ' 

Instead of continuously circulating the bath 
through a ?eld of high frequency sound waves, 
the clari?cation may be e?ected on a batch basis, 
that is, the spent bath may be withdrawn from 
the spinning vessel and stored for a predeter 
mined period of time in a settler similar to tank 1 
in which it is subjected to the high frequency 
sound wave radiations, to produce a sediment 
consisting of the dispersed particulate impurities, 
after which the clari?ed bath may be conditioned 
for re-use. 

Figure 2 is illustrative of apparatus which may 
be used when it is desired to effect clari?cation of 
the bath while the bath is‘ present in the spinning 
vessel. ' 

As shown in Figure 2, the bottom of vessel 1 4, in 
which the spinning operation‘ is performed, is 
provided with a depression forming a trap l5, at_ 
a point removed from the spinneret l6 positioned 
therein to spin the viscose in a generally hori 
zontal direction into the setting bath. A pair of, 
acid proof ?lters or screens [1 and I3 are ?tted 
into grooves in the inner walls of vessel l4, so‘ 
that they extend across the vessel in inclined 
relation to the inner walls thereof, and on either 
side of trap IS. A sound generator I9 is secured 
in a bracket 20, mounted on the face of the spin— 

, . ning machine above the level of vessel IA, and the 
35' transmission tube 2| associated with the genera 

tor projects into the vessel, between the elements 
I‘! and i8 and above trap IE, to transmit the 
vibrational energy to the bath. The bath, which 
_is continuously introduced into vessel 14 through 
pipe 22 at a constant controlled rate of speed, 
and withdrawn therefrom at a constant con 
trolled rate to insure viscous non-turbulent ?ow 
thereof, passes through element Ill into the sound 
.wave ?eld. The impurities which accumulate in 
the bath as the viscose is decomposed, are suf 
?ciently ?ne to be carried by the bath‘ through 
?lter or screen H, but under the action of the 
sound waves upon the original ?ne particles sus 
pended in the non-turbulent bath, the latter are 
brought into closer contact with one another and 
are quickly aggregated ‘to a size favoring rapid 
sedimentation. The aggregated impurities do not 
pass through the ?lter I8. The particles settle 
out into trap [5, from which the sediment may be 
withdrawn, either continuously or periodically. 
The clari?ed supernatant liquid passes through' 
screen la'and'is withdrawn from the vessel over 
over?ow pipe 23, being forwarded to a regener 
ating or reconditioning system and recirculated 
to vessel H in the same vmanner asdescribed in‘ 
connection with Figure‘l.) 
The arrangement shown in Figure 2 may be 

modi?edto provide a plurality of depressions or 
traps‘ l5 at spaced points along the length of a 
conventional spinning vessel and beyond each of 
the spinnerets positioned therein, and a plurality 
of pairs ‘of ?lters or screens l1 and 18 may be 
supported in the vessel in inclined relation to the 
walls thereof and on either side of ‘each of the 
traps, to de?ne a series of vibration or irradiation 
zones into which a transmission tube associated 
with a sound generator projects, to subject the 
contaminated‘ bath to ‘the high frequency sound 
waves at different points along. the path of vis-l 
‘cous ?ow of‘ the bath, through‘ the vessel. 



Instead»'ofsprovidingzanfsirradiation'izoneirbeaé» 
yond- each 1of the individualJ spinnerets positioned if: 
in9 the spinning “vessel; thedrradiatiorrszonescmayz: ‘ 
be" spaced ' along :the?lengtiriofithe vesselzibetweeni. » 

shownyrtheé‘spinnerets-524mm positioned in'ivesselzr: 
25' ‘to-‘spin 2the viscose-generally ‘ verticallyi'upe; ' 
wardly jinto? the sspinningb bath‘. lSL'ETCOIlJ-Ll 
tinuously,"introduceddat one: end’ér’oft th 'vessel;‘§ 
and1'1withdrawn'; fat: Haw constant a‘c'o'ntrolle‘diiv rater‘: 
at-‘ the oppositefjfend; Thenbath??ows: .longitudiz-r , 
nallyl ofr'the .vessel-andj is ifor'c'ed tou?ow-i'inathe I 
direction'of the==arrowswove a-plurality roflrpairs; 
of ' ‘.Pspac'ed' ‘weirs 6261:"! and!’- z'lii‘fitwol .tpairss being; 1:; 
show-hi,’ the weirs having‘islopedrsidesiim‘f'and' 15? 
29 de?ning traps in which the sediment pro-‘<1. 
duced'l-\underirvibrationalr»action. of transmission 
tubes 36 and 3| ‘associatedqwi-th, the sound gen 
erators 32 and 33 mounted in brackets 34 and 
35 on the face of the machine is collected. Ba?ie 
plates 36 and 3'! are supported on the vessel and‘ 
project into the irradiation zone adjacent the 
tubes 30 and 3!. The ba?ie plates serve to de 
?ect the bath downwardly and to retard the 
flow thereof through the vessel to afford ample 
opportunity for the impurities present in the 
bath to settle in the traps at the bottom of the 
vessel, from which the sediment may be with 
drawn to a Waste disposal system. Irradiation 
zones de?ned by pairs of spaced weirs similar to 
weirs 26 and 21 into which the transmission tube 
associated with a sound generator projects, may 
be provided beyond a group of six spinnerets as 
shown, or beyond a group of spinnerets consist 
ing of two spinnerets or more, or the irradiation ' " 
zones may be provided beyond each individual 
spinneret, in the path of the flow of the bath 
from the inlet to the outlet end of the vessel, and 
may be provided at regular or irregular intervals 
along the length of the machine. That is, de 
pending upon prevailing conditions, the acid set 
ting bath may be passed into a sound wave 
irradiation zone as frequently as is necessary 
during the spinning operation to insure that the 
bath into which the viscose is extruded has the 
necessary high degree of clarity. 
The arrangement for effecting clari?cation of 

the contaminated bath shown in Figure 4 is 
similar to that illustrated in Figure 3, but there 
the bath entering the spinning vessel through 
pipe 38 is forced over a weir 39 and then ?ows 
transversely of the vessel M1, and as shown, gen 
erally transversely of the direction of spinning, 
being withdrawn at the opposite end of the ves 
sel through pipe 4!. Although only one irradia 
tion zone is shown in Figure 4, de?ned by the 
weirs 42 and 43, and only one sound generator 
44 having a transmission tube 45, and a single 
baffle plate 46 are shown in the drawing, it will 
be readily understood that a plurality of irradia 
tion zones may be provided along the length of 
vessel 40 and that such zones may be provided 
beyond each of the spinnerets positioned in the 
vessel, or beyond a group of spinnerets compris 
ing two or more spinnerets. In Figure 4, the 
spinneret is shown positioned to spin the viscose 
generally horizontally into the bath. However, 
it will be apparent, that in any of the arrange 
ments illustrated, the spinneret or spinnerets 
may be positioned for either horizontal or verti 
cal spinning. 

Various changes and modi?cations may be 
made in carrying out the method describedhere 
in without departing from the spirit, and scope 
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ofrrthe‘sinventioni. asw de?ned in?“ theilaappended 
claims: ' " . > * I . , 

I iclaim-ze , 

_ I V 1; irMethod comprising.iextruding‘ viscose :intoi‘a 

groups of-vspinneretspas:shown/inmiFigured-i-uAs? 5 an acid setting bath itoi-eifect decomposition of?‘ 
thewviscose andiregeneration oficellulose hydrate" 
byLthe' action of: the bath‘; withdrawing the :bath 
containing! dispersed»: particulate» fimpuritiesrxre- - 
suiting‘ i'from decomposition of.‘ "the :~ viscose»- from 

1101‘ the zone .ofriextrusionicfrfthe viscose; propagating 
high frequencyrzsoundwavesdnthefouled bath? to ‘I 
eifect rapid ‘sedimentationwofiithe- impurities and. ' 
clarifyftheabathiunder the-in?uence of..th‘eiwaves,=: 
and?separating:Ytheil'clari?ed‘"supernatant batha: ‘ 
rfronrtheisediment:th-iisprOdubed. ‘ ‘ U 

2. Method comprising extruding viscose into‘st; 
anuacidlfs'etting:bathtltoiieil‘ect decomposition of 
the'lv-iscose‘rand regeneration: oft-“c'ellulos"er"hydrate;v ‘ 
bythe actioniofi'the‘ibatht witlidrawing:v the-bathe, 
containing dispersed particulate impurities re 
sulting from decomposition of the viscose from 
the zone of extrusion of the viscose, propagating 
high frequency sound waves in the fouled bath 
to effect rapid sedimentation of the impurities 
and clarify the bath under the in?uence of the 
waves, separating the clari?ed supernatant bath 
from the sediment thus produced, conditioning 
the bath for re-use in the regeneration of cellu 
lose hydrate from viscose, and returning the 
bath to the zone of extrusion of the viscose. 

3. Method comprising continuously extruding 
viscose into an acid setting bath to effect de 
composition of the viscose and regeneration of 
cellulose hydrate by the action of the bath, con 
tinuously withdrawing the bath containing dis 
persed particulate impurities resulting from de 
composition of the viscose from the zone of ex 
trusion of the viscose, continuously passing the 
fouled bath through a ?eld of high frequency 
sound waves at a controlled rate to effect rapid 
sedimentation of the impurities in the ?eld, con 
tinuously circulating the clari?ed bath to a re 
conditioning zone for reconditioning for ,re-use 
in the regeneration of cellulose hydrate from 
viscose, and continuously circulating the clari?ed 
reconditioned acid setting bath to the zone of 
extrusion of the viscose. 

4. Method comprising continuously extruding 
viscose into an acid setting bath to effect decom 
position of the viscose and regeneration of cellu 
lose hydrate by the action of the bath, con 
tinuously withdrawing the bath containing dis 
persed particulate impurities resulting from 
decomposition of the viscose from the zone of 
extrusion of the viscose and circulating it to a 
reconditioning zone, and intermediate of the 
extrusion and reconditioning zones, subjecting 
the fouled bath to high frequency sound wave 
radiations to effect rapid sedimentation of the 
impurities and produce a clari?ed solution under 
the in?uence of the waves. 

5. Apparatus for use in the manufacture of 
regenerated cellulose articles from viscose com 
prising a vessel, means for introducing an acid 
setting bath into the vessel, at one end thereof, 
means for withdrawing the bath at a controlled 
rate from the vessel, means for extruding the 
viscose into the bath, and means associated with 
the vessel for subjecting the bath, after con 
tamination thereof with dispersed particulate 
impurities resulting from decomposition of the 
viscose, to high frequency sound wave radiations 
to effect sedimentation of the impurities and 
clarify the bath under the in?uence of such 
radiations. 
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6. “Apparatus for use in‘ the manufacture ‘of 
regenerated cellulose articles from viscose com 
prising, in combination, a vessel, means for intro 
ducing an acid setting bath into the vessel, at one 
end thereof, means positioned in the vessel for 
extruding the viscose into the acid bath, means 
for: withdrawing the spent bath containing 
dispersed particulate impurities resulting from 
decomposition of the viscose from the vessel, at 
the‘other end thereof, a second vessel, means for 10; 
circulating the spent bath to the second vessel, 
and means associated with the second vessel for 
subjecting thespent bath to high frequency 
sound wave radiations in said vessel to effect 
sedimentation of the impurities and clarify the 15 
bath. 

7-; Apparatus for use in the manufacture of 
regenerated cellulose articles from viscose com 
prising, in combination, a vessel, means for con- . 

8 1, 
tinuously introducing'an acid setting bath into 
the vessel, at one end thereof, means positioned 
in the vessel for continuously extruding the 
viscose into the acid bath, a second vessel, means 

5 sfor continuously ‘withdrawing the spent bath 
containing dispersed particulate impurities re 
sulting from decomposition of the viscose from 
the ?rst vessel, and for circulating the spent bath 
to the second vessel at a controlled rate, means 
associated with the second vessel for continuously 
subjecting the bath contained therein to high 
frequency sound wave radiations to effect sedi 
mentation of the impurities in said vessel and 
clarify the bath, and means for continuously 
withdrawing the clari?ed bath from the second 
vessel. 

JOHN ALFRED CALHOUN. 
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